
THE ROAD 
TO GOING LIVE

Congratulations! You’ve partnered with Redox to 
integrate and power your digital health solution. 
Now it’s time for the real work to begin. If you’re 
new to this process, don’t worry—we’re 
integration experts and will have your back 
throughout the entire project. 
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Whether you’ve never integrated before or have established 
point-to-point connections, this will be your first time 
integrating with Redox. We’re excited to work with you and your 
health system, but before we start, we want to give you a 
detailed project overview in order to give you a better 
understanding of what pieces will be in motion, who’s in charge 
of each, and how they will fit into place.  

Because the scope and requirements of each application varies, 
every integration requires a specialized approach. As we move 
past your first integration project and onto projects two, ten, 
fifty, and one hundred, we’ll refine the process as we learn the 
nuances of your application and how to get it integrated as 
efficiently as possible. Furthermore, as we take your application 
to sites where we’re already live, we can reuse the connectivity 
in place to integrate in a way that’s nearly turnkey. 

This efficiency is the strength of our network, and we’re happy 
you’re a part of it. 

Welcome to the Redox Network
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A Different Approach 
to Healthcare Integration

Traditional Integration 

First, it’s helpful to discuss what traditional integration projects look like 
so you can better appreciate what we’ll be doing differently.

Typically, integrating a digital health application with a health system’s 
EHR takes around six months of work. During that time, both your IT 
team and the health system’s IT team will spend hundreds of hours 
building custom interfaces that will enable your application to exchange 
data with the health system’s on-premise EHR. In addition to the finesse 
required to coordinate and execute a months-long project, this process 
will require extensive testing, troubleshooting, and reconfiguring of your 
product until it meets the health system’s requirements. From there, more 
testing is needed to ensure messages are being exchanged in a secure 
and consistent way before going live. 

Once integrated, your application will require on-going maintenance and 
monitoring to ensure it’s functioning properly and within legal 
regulations. Dedicated staff will be committed to continually updating 
your configuration whenever a system change, outage, government 
mandate, or any other unforeseen circumstance disrupts your connection. 

With all that in place, the point-to-point interface you’ve spent months 
building is still only useful for the specific health system it was created 
for—the code cannot be reused anywhere else. It’s back to starting from 
scratch when you move on the next integration. 
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The Redox Approach
With Redox, you build against our API once and then reuse that code to deploy 

at whichever health systems or provider groups you’d like, regardless of their 

EHR vendor. Our standardized JSON format allows you to move quickly from 

one project to the next (or even run concurrent projects) without having to 

reconfigure your product to meet new health system specifications. 

Beyond this efficiency, the power of our network lies in its reusability—the way 

our engine works, you can use the technical connectivity already in place at live 

sites to integrate your application, cutting out weeks spent connecting and 

testing. This means that not only does your scaling potential increase, it 

becomes easier and more efficient as you go.   

Our connections are established through a secure VPN or HTTPS connection, 

and we provide continuous monitoring to ensure exchanged data is always 

secure. When an update is needed, be it from a new government mandate or a 

health system changing EHR vendors, we’ve got you covered—our 

built-from-the- ground-up engine can add new languages and standards as 

needed.
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Lightweight Integration for the Health System

Our model is also refreshingly efficient for health systems. Unlike with 

point-to-point connections, they don’t have to manipulate messages in the 

interface engine or update web service configurations because we’ll deliver 

messages to them in a standardized format. Additionally, Redox has proactive 

monitoring and alerts built into our system to ensure the connections we build 

are continuously secure. With more and more applications approaching health 

systems to integrate, having an application that requires minimal work and 

maintenance for their team makes your solution lightweight and appealing. 

Redox has deep experience working with health systems and nearly every EHR 

vendor. We know what works because we’ve implemented solutions targeting 

all areas of the care continuum at health systems around the country. The 

connections we establish today will produce a network that is both 

interoperable and easy to connect to, making data sharing efficient and 

achievable for all types of healthcare applications.  

We believe the very best technology solutions in healthcare should be adopted 

at scale so that they positively impact the maximum number of patients. The 

only way to achieve this is through efficient integration across varying systems, 

and the Redox network is the only integration model that offers the efficiency 

and support that makes this level of distribution possible. We’re committed to 

getting your application up and running because it helps build a world where 

access to patient data isn’t complicated.

In short, we put all of our effort into making your project 
successful because your success contributes to achieving 
a common goal. 
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The Process
Key Players
To ensure that everyone is on the same page and are referring to the same 

people, it’s helpful to know who’s going to be working on your integration 

project from each party involved. Here are the titles and roles of some health 

system employees who will be brought in to help complete this project, as well 

as a few other key players involved. 

Redox Point of Contact – the person to contact for questions about the 

project, pricing, new sites, or anything else integration related 

Redox Integration Project Manager – provides project management support 

for the project; responsible for Redox-owned tasks

Application Lead – provides application-level project management (eg:

development completion); leads workflow discovery based on app needs

Health System Project Champion – provides context for why the application is 

being installed; escalation point with project issues

Health System IT Lead – primary contact for IT department and project issues

Health System Interface Analyst – configures the interface to send/receive 

messages; sends test messages

Health System EHR Analyst – makes updates to the EHR if needed; assists 

with workflow testing

Network Analyst – assists with VPN connectivity and troubleshooting
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Getting Started
At the beginning of the integration project, we’ll ask the health system 

technical questions to determine their current scope and capabilities. This will 

help your Redox Project Manager establish a more accurate timeline for your 

project and figure out what tasks need to get done in which order. 

Here are some questions you can begin asking your health system: 

1. Does your in-house IT team support your EHRs/PM Systems or is it 
    outsourced to your vendor?

2. Are those systems capable of sending and/or receiving HL7 or do they 
    have web services available for integration needs?

3. Do you have a list of existing HL7/web services that you have enabled 
    that you wouldn't mind sharing?

4. If you do not have HL7 feeds or web services enabled today, do you 
    know what the engagement process looks like with the vendor?
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Project Timeline
Beginning with finalizing your workflow and ending with going live, the timeline 

of a typical implementation is as follows. Remember, the first integration project 

always requires the most time; as we move onto more projects, future go lives 

will be nearly turnkey.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Kick Off & Connectivity

Configurations

Testing Go Live

Training

· Provide VPN or HTTPS connection and      
  interface specifications

· Set up VPN or HTTPS connection

· Configure interface to send messages to 
Redox
· Redox creates configuration for health system
· Identify scenarios for application testing 

Functional Testing
· Validate integration between Redox 
  and the health system
· Trigger test messages
· Troubleshoot issues

End-to-End Testing
· Validate full flow integration 

between the health system, 
  application, and Redox 

· Run test scenarios
· Troubleshoot Issues

· Communicate application    
  set up and workflows to 
  end users

Soft Go Live
· Migrate configurations to 
  production
· Turn on interface feeds
· Troubleshoot Issues

Go Live
· Provide end-user

support
· Troubleshoot issues
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The Project
As outlined above, there are four phases that comprise an integration project. 
Understanding each stage and familiarizing yourself with the forthcoming tasks 
is critical for executing a successful project. 

Phase 1 – Connectivity
Secure Connection Between Health System and Redox + Complete 
Connectivity Testing

• Health System Network Analyst:
> Sets up a secure VPN connection with the Redox team
> Sets up an HTTPS connection with the Redox Team (if only API-
   based integration)

• Health System Interface Analyst:
> Configures message types to be sent over Redox-specified tunnel

• Redox Technical Lead:
> Works with interface analyst to trigger, review, and troubleshoot 

messages

Phase 2 – Configuration
Review Sample Messages + Update EHR Configurations

• Health System Interface or Web Services Analyst:

> Provides Redox sample HL7/web services messages 

• Redox Technical Lead:

> Validates that messages contain expected data fields for 
application

• Health System EHR Analyst:

> Completes needed EHR configuration updates
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Phase 3 – Testing & Training
Validate Infrastructure Set-Up + Complete Patient Scenario Testing + Identify 
and Complete Training

• Health System Interface and EHR Analyst:
> Participate in integrated testing based on health system testing 

guidelines
> Work with application implementation lead to identify and execute 

training  for successful application adoption

• Application Implementation Lead:
> Participate in integrated testing 
> Work with health system to identify and execute training for 

successful application adoption

• Redox Implementation Lead:
> Participate in integrated testing

Phase 4 – Go-Live
Production Updates + Soft Go-Live + Go Live

• Redox Technical Lead:
> Review real messages as they pass into Redox
> Identify additional configuration needs to ensure data matching
> Retest after configuration changes are completed
> Provide real time go-live support for day one

• Application Implementation Lead:
> Validate production messages look appropriate
> Retest after any configuration changes are completed
> Provide real time go-live support for day one

•Health System Interface Analyst:
> Move interface engine configuration to production environment
> Complete configuration needs identified during soft go-live
> Provide real-time go-live support for day one

• Health System EHR Analyst:
> Move EHR configuration changes to production environment
> Review key workflows to ensure migration was successful
> Complete configuration needs identified during soft go-live
> Provide real-time go-live support for day one
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Beyond Going Live 
Once you’ve successfully gone live at your first health 
system, you’ve done the lion’s share of the work required to 
go live at future sites. With project one in the books, we’ll 
work with you to identify your next project site and get the 
ball rolling on your next integration. 

In the meantime, our Customer Success team will monitor 
and maintain your connection to ensure it’s healthy and that 
messages continue to be securely exchanged. 

If you ever need assistance or have questions about the 
technical aspects of your integration (or anything else), get 
in touch with your Redox Point of Contact. We’re always 
here to help. 

If you’re looking for information about sales enablement, 
we’d be happy to talk with you—reach out to us at 
sales@redoxengine.com with any questions. 
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